As a result of all student registration, the following classes are closed:

6218-13 Professional Responsibility & Ethics - Szabo
6218-15 Professional Responsibility & Ethics - Shawn
6230-20 Evidence - Saltzburg
6237-20 Electronic Discovery & Evidence - Hirt
6262-11 Corporation Law Seminar - Fairfax
6296-20 Business Planning - Eule
6363-20 Role of the Federal Prosecutor - Creighton/Wheatley
6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason
6379-20 Crim Law & Proc Sem - George/Tafti
6380-13 Constitutional Law II - Smith
6395-10 Con Law & the Supreme Court - Colby
6399-10 Constitutional Law Seminar - Maggs/Thomas
6420-20 Congressional Investigations Seminar - Leon
6426-10 Public Law Seminar - Overton
6472-10 Copyright Law - Schechter
6606-10 Law and Literature - DeSanctis
6646-20 Mediation - Harvey
6648-12 Negotiations - Abramowitz
6648-21 Negotiations - Juni
6648-40 Negotiations - Ray
6650-10 Client Interviewing/Counseling - Dennis
6652-xx Legal Drafting (all sections)
6879-10 Cybersecurity Law & Policy - Rosenzweig